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This is a. report describing an investigation oonduoted by the
Psychology Branch, Aero Mediosi I*borstory, Ilssearo h Division, WrightAir Developuent Center under Research. and Deire1c~~~nt Order 691~.l7,Ccntróla , Aircraft , D .ip~ and Arrang .iosnt , with Dr . L C. Bi.l acting
as Proj ect ~~gineor . Th. study was dolls at the request of the Specia lProjects Branch , Aircraft Laboratory, Aeronautics Division . The ox—
peris*utal data were collected at Chic State t~*iversity, Coluabus,
Ohio under Cont ract No. IF 33(o3~)~l5~711. a~d under the dir eotiota of
Dr. Delos D. Wiokera.
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ABSTRACT

In order to obtain data concern in g the ainialni size re quirements
for adequate tactua l disor iininability of the wheels and flaps airplane
control knobs , five groups of 20 subjec t. each perfor med a task which
required that they discriminate tactually between the se two knob shapes.
Subjects were allowed to view a knob chaps presented in an aperture for
about two seconds. immediately following this they were req uired to 

- -

grasp a lever conta ining one of the two kn ob shapes. The subject was
to *opsrat. fl the lever if he thought that the knob shape sampled
ta.otual ly was the same as the one viewed but was to remove his }tand
without moving the lever if he thou ght it was diffe rent . Errors of
discri mination and tota l response time for each discri minat ion were
recorded .

Five different knob sizes were used and each of the five groups
performed the discri minat ive task with one of the differe nt knob
sizes. The major dimension of the knobs used varied in 1/1, inch steps
fron 1 inch through 2 inches. Each subj ect made 48 discr iminations.
Analyses were made of (1) average nuiber of initially correct responses
for each group , (2) average response time for init ially corre ct re-
sponses for each group, and (3) average time required to .ke 1~ø ocr- -. —

riot respon ses for each group . None or these analyses reveal ed any
statisticall y significant diffe rences among th. five knob size groups.
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f TACTUAL DISCRflIINABILIT! OF T*) KNOB SHAPES AS A FUUCTION OF ThEIR SIZE

I. INT~~DUCTION

In certain complex sensory-motor tasks an operator is req uired to make a
variety of differe nt responses to a variety of stimulating conditions. These re-
sponses may oonsist of zi~*zlat tn g such controls as knobs , levers and buttons.
If space and speed of action are at a premium, it becomes necessary to bunch these
controls in a limited area. mien this is done , however , one cue which aid s the
operator in disoriatinating one control from another — the cue of spatial position —

is minimized . This increases the opportunity for response errors since the op. r—
ators are certainly more likeiy to operate the wrong control if it is separated
from the correct one by only a few in ches than 4.f separated by a few feet .

One poss ible way of decreas ing errors under such conditi ons is to supply the
operator with othe r differentia l cues than pos itional ones. In many tasks the
operator may not be able to look at the oout rols as he operates them or may not
choose to do so, thus visuall y different iating cues would not be utilized , but
because he must touch the contro ls to operate than , he necessari ly has an oppor~tunit y to use tactual cues to differentiate one control from the other. The basia
assumption for the use of shap. coding is that by supplying disoriminable cues in
addition to positional ones a reduction in response errors will be achieved.

One source of error in the operation of modern airplanes has been confusion
between the wheels and flap. control lever ., and accidents have resulted from
this con fusion.

In an effort to reduce such confusion, the Air Force is adopting the
policy of shape coding these lever kn obs so as to provide different tactual stim-.
ulation. The plan is to use a wheel—shaped knob for the wheels lever and a flap—
shaped knob for the flaps lever. However , the problem has arisen as to the
appropriate size of the cont rol kn obs. In the interest of oc~serving space they
should be small, but they must be la rge enough to pre sent clearly different
tactua l patte rn s even when an indiv idua l is wearing flying gloves.

The present study was conducted in an effort to supply an answer to the ques-
tion of how ta.otua.1 .disorimizatic~ of these two knob shap es varie s as a function
of knob size when the operator is weari ng a medium weight , flying glove, Type A—h A.
The results should aid in answering the practica l question of what knob size to
use for these two controls.

II. APPARATUS

Although the particular problem under investigation ii limited in scope and
generality, the appa ratus developed f or its study has sufficient flexibility to
be utilized in many other experime nts. -•

Figure 1 gives a view of the apparatus from the subje ct ’s side. A start-
ing plate i. located at A. The subject ’s gloved left hand rests on this plate
and depresses a mioroswitoh before and afte r each t rial. Knobs are exposed to
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FIGURE I: APPARATUS VIEWED FROM SUBJECTS ’
SIDE. KNOBS USED IN STUDY ARE
SHOW N AT RIGHT.
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the subject in window B , which can be opened or closed by the experimenter. The
control lever ii located at position C. This lever is in a horizontal pos ition
at the start of the t rial and is depressed by the subject if he decides that the
knob on the lever correspo nds with the kn ob shown in the window. The particular
kn obs used either in the window or on the control lever can be readily changed
by the experimenter from t rial to trial and are looked into place by means of -~~~

set screws.

Under operating conditions an opaque screen is placed between the subject ’s
line of vfsion and the surface of the table , obscuring the starting plate and
control lever from . the subject ’s view. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

• Five different Standard Electric time clocks measuring to 1/100 second are
used to obtain the following time measure s.

Clock 1 measures the tine elapsing between departure of the hand f rom the start-
ing plate and contact with the control knob .

Clock 2 measures the time elaps ing between depa rture of the hand f rom the start—
- - ing plate and either initiation of movement of the control or return of

the hand to the start ing plat e, whichever is correct .

Clock 3 ~neasures the total time the subject ’s hand is in contact with the control
- kn ob.

Thus the time taken to grasp the knob in response to the buzzer signal is
measured by Clock 1. The time taken to judge and begin a correct response to a
“same” comparison is measured by the difference between Clock 2 and Clock 1. The
time taken to judge and begin a oorr.ot response to a “diff erent” comparison is
measured by Clock 3. The movement time for a correct response to a esame~ compar-
ison requires a fourth clock.

Clock L~ measures the total t ime the control lever rOmaine in between the extreme
positions of its range of movement . This time represe nts the movement
t ime of a cor rect response to a “same” comparison.

- f Clock 5 measures the overall t ime for the trial. Thi. clock starts sinnaltaneously
with the onset of a buzzer signaling the subject to reach for the control
and stops when the hand has been returned to the starting plAte after a
correct response. The reaction time to the buzzer signal may be obta ined
by subtractin g Clook 2 from Clock 5 for a response to a “different” con-
parisc~. The reacti on t ime to the buzzer signal in the case of “same”
comparison s cann ot be obtained but there is no reason to believe that the
nature of the comparison could have an effect on reaction t ine since the
subject has no knowledge of the comparison until he grasps the knob .

The operation of those clocks which were started and—or stopp ed by contact
of the gloved hand with the oontrol knob was accomplished by means of a circuit
containing a Thyrat ron tube which is activated by a weak current passin g through

4ADC TR 52-7 3
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FIGURE 2: SUBJECT SEATED AT APPARATUS WITH
OPAQUE SCREEN IN PLACE.
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the subject ’s body-. This curr ent ie not noticeable to the subject. The glove
worn by the subject is coated with silver conducting ink to facilitate the oper-
ation of this circuit.

By usin g the time data from these clocks individually or in combination it
is possib le to obtain the time required for each component of the task. However,
only the times from Clock 5 were analyzed in this experiment since it was felt
that the total time measure was ade quate to the purpos e of this stud y. A complete
description of the scoring clocks was givon on ly in the interests of indicating
the potentialities of the appa ratus and the completeness of the data whioh are - -available if further analys is is desired.

The buzzer which signaled the subject to lift his hand from the starting plate - -

and feel the oontrol knob was purposely made rather intense and mildly- unpleasant.
It continued to sound until the subject completed a correct response . The purpose
in designing and operating the signal in this manner was to aid in mot ivating the -
subject to respond rapidly.

Five different sizes of wheel and flap kn obs we re used. The diameters of the
wheels varied by 1/Li. inch steps from 1 inch through 2 inches. The flap knobs,
whioh were square, also var ied in width in l/L . inch steps from 1 inch throup~t2 inches. The knobs employed are shown in Figure l~• During the experiment the
flaps were placed on the control so that their major dimension was horizontal; the
wheels so that their major dimension was vertical.

III. SUBJECTS

The subjects were 100 students enrolled in the elementary- psychology course
at the Ohio State University . Half were males and half we re females. The sub-
jects were run in a continuous stratification procedure, the strata being sex and
knob size. A total of 10 male and. 10 female subjects was run on each of the five
knob sizes making a total of five groups.

IV. PF~C~DU1~
-

• 

1. Directions. V~hen a subject reported to the experimental room, be was
seated at the apparatus and told to keep his feet on a wire screen which- grounded
him. This grounding was required for the proper operation of the Thyratron cir-
cuit. The opaque screen was not in position at this t ime in order to allow the
subject to see the position of the lever. Throughout the experiment each sub-
ject used his left hand in making the discriminations. This procedure was used
in order to simulate as nearl y as possible the actua l situation in many of the
latest types of aircraft. The followin g direction s were read to him :

E~STRUCTI0I~S FOR ?~IEEL—FLAP DISCRNINATION STUDY

L (Seat subject , nmking sure his feet are on the wire screen. Ex—
plain that there is no shock.)

“In using flight controls in aircraft a pilot occasionally

*~ iginet~ring drawings of the two knob shapes along with the sizes of all major
dimensions are presented in Appendix I.
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grabs the wron g cont rol and operates it , or he grabs the correct
control but operates it in the wrong direction — incorrectly.
There has been a recent development in the military services to
code the kn obs of certain controls with different shape s to
enable the pilot to have a touch or shape cue as to whether or
not he has grabbed the oorreot control when he reaches for a con-
trol with out looking, or if the cockpit happens to be darkened.
Knob shap ed like wheels have been suggested for controlling the
wheels; knobs shaped like flaps have been suggested for control-
lin g the flaps. (Show the two kn obs and identity). The experi-
ment you are taking part in is designed to help the Air Force
find out how aoourately and quickly you can decide whether a con-
trol knob shape which you grab is the sane as, or different than,
a kn ob shape which you will be shown.

“Put this glove on your left hand. It is the same type of
glove that pilots wear when they operate tli~rht controls. Now
place your left hand on the starting plate and hold the plate
all the way down. The knob will be briefly shown to you in this
aperture (show Knob A, the wheel , in aperture).  Shortly there-
after a buzzer will sound (sound buzzer momentarily) and you are
to reach as rapidly as possible with your left hand to this con-
trol knob and grasp the knob without looking at the control.
After you have had some practice with the apparatus as it is now,
this shield will be plaoed over the control area to si~zaa1ate the
pilot’s “blind—reaching” situation. If the knob shape is the
same as the one in the aperture, move the control downward as rap-
idly as possible until it hits the stop. Then return your hand to
the starting plate as quickly as possible, pushing the plate all
the wa~ down. (Expe rimenter demonstrates). The buzzer which
started earlier will continue to sound until your hanc~ returns to
the starting plate. That is, the buzzer will oontinue to sound
until you have made the correct response. Now we will run through
this sequence with the buzzer sounding. (Sequence is repeated by
subject with buzzer operative).

“If you tail to move the cont rol when you should , the buzzer
will not stop when your hand returns to the starting plate, but
will continue to sound until you have made the correct response.
That is, you must grab the knob again and move the control down
to the correct position. (The subject goes through this sequence
with the buzzer operative).

“(Change knob on control to Knob B, the flap).

“If the knob shape on the control feels as though it were a
different shape than the one in the ape rture, do not move the con —
trol , but return your hand to the starting plate. Again , the buz-
zer will stop when this correct response has been made. ( Subject
goeB through this sequenoe) .

6 
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“If you should happen to move the control dv’iuwu’rd when it
should not have been moved, the buzzer will continue to sound
even thou gh you return your hand to the starting plate. ‘ove
the control up to the correct position even if you have to grasp
the control aga in , a~d then return yowhan d to the starting
plate . (Subject goes through this sequence) .

“(put shield on).

p “PUt your hand on the starting plate and try to move your (
hand from it to the control knob a few time. so that you know
whe re the knob is.

“Only two different shapes of knobs will be used — the wheel
and the flap. )~ ke your judg ment in terme of shape only.

“I will now give some practice trials to get you acquainted
with your task . Remember - move the control only when the knob
shape is the same , but work as rapidly as you oem. Operate these
controls like you were in an airplane.

‘Are there any question s?’

2. Practice series. The experiment was begun with a practice series of
eight t rials. In fou r of these trials the knob which was exposed visually and the
knob on the oontrol -were the same (correct response — depressin g the lever) , in tour -~ -
trials the visual and tactual stir&ali were different (correct response — removing
hand from knob without depressing the lever) . In half the t rials the visual knob
was a flap and in half it was a wheel. Thus, all possible combination s were em-
ploy-ed equally often. The knob size ~aed in this series was the same as ~~~ which
the subject was to use later in the test series . Only one knob size was used for
each subject in order to avoid interaction effects.

A trial was conducted in the following fashion. The aperture was opened ex—
posing a knob visually for about two seconds. The buzzer was sounded after an
interval from one to two seconds from the time that the aperture olosed. This
time interval was intentionally varied in order to prevent the subject from antici-
pating the buzzer. At the soun d of the buzzer , the subject lifted his hand from
the starting plate, contacted the lever, and made what he considered the correct
response. If the response was correct, the buzzer was terminated imeediate ly when - , -

his hand returned to the starting plate. If it was not correct , the buzzer did
not terminate until the subject corrected his erroneous response and returned his
hand to the startin g plate. In othe r words , if the lever was not depressed when
the kn obs were the same , the subject had to return his hand to the knob end depress
the lever before the buzzer was terminated. If he had depressed the lever when the
knobs were different he had to retur n his hand to the knob and raise the lever beak
to the horizontal position before the buzzer would terminate when he returned his
hand to the starting plate.

The experimente r recorded on his data sheet whethe r the initial response was
or was not correct . The olook readin gs were also recorded on the data sheets.
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3. Test serie s. The test series consisted of a total of Li~ trials per sub-
ject . A two—minuti reet period was given at the end of 24 t rials. The procedure
was the same as that described for the practice series above. Combination. of
knobs we re chosen in a ra ndom fashion so that 24 same and 214 different compa risons
were made by eaoh subje ct with no more than three same or diffe rent compariso ns
being made in succession. The experimental procedures were identica l for ea ch of
the five groups .

V. I~SULTS

TWo kinds of data were recorded on each trial; whether or not the initial re—
• sponse made by the subject was correct and the total time required to make the

response. Both kind. of data will be used in evaluating the disoriminability of
the five different knob sizes used in this study. In other words, a knob size will
be considered good it a large number of the responses made are initially correct
and if these correot discrimi nations are made rapidly.

Tab le I presents the average number of initially correct responses out of Li~trials for each of the five knob size groups. Knob size 1 was the smallest and
knob size 5 the largest.

Table I

Average Number of Initially Correct 1~sponsesOut of 4~ Trials for Baoh of the Knob Size Groups

Average Number of Correct
Knob Size ~~sponsee

i 45.15
2 45.55
3 14.50
4 1i6.25

5

IL From Table I it can be seen that the greatest number of initially correct re—
spouse. was made with Kn ob Size 3; then in orde r came Knob Sizes 14, 5, 2 and 1.

- 
- , h owever , the differences among the groups are quite small. The ~~.nn— 1Ihitney “U’

test was used to test for the statistical significance of the differences among
the score—distributions of the various groups and none of the differences were found

- - - 
to be significant at the 5% level of confidence (1). Therefore , according to this
criterio n we cannot say that any one of the knob sizes is superior .

Table II presents the average response time in one hundredths of a second for
initially correct responses for each of the knob size groups. It -will be remembered
that only the times from Cloak 5 were analyzed in this study, i.e., the overall time

VIADCTh52..7
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I
for a t rial . A single time score was obtained for each subject by averag ing these
overall time scores for all initia lly correct responses made during the li~ t ria Ls.
A single time soore was obtained for each of the five knob size groups by ave rag—
ing the individual subject time scores obttined in this manner.

Table ll

Average Response Time in One Hundredths of a Second For
Initially Correct Responses for Bach of the Knob Size Groups

Kn ob Size Average Response Time

1 11~3.29
2 114.05
3 l1~& 79
14 139. 02

5 136.25

Again the differences among the various groups is quite small and statistical
comparisons made with the h~ nn—Whituey “U” teøt revealed that non e of the differ-
ences among the score distributions were significant at the 5 percent level of con—
fiden ce. Hence , none of the kn ob sizes can be considered superior according to a -

time criterion. -

However , when the data from Tables I and Ii are con sidered together, the poss-
ibility of a fu rther test is suggested. - For example, in terms of number of m i—
tially correct responses, Knob Sizes 14 and 5, the two largest knobs, rank second
and third respectively. In terms of response time they rank second and first re-
speotively. The two smaller Knob Sizes , 1 and 2, on the other hand, rank fifth and
fourth in terms of number of initially correct responses and fourth and fifth in
terms of response time. Knob Size 3, which ranks first in terms of number of m i —
tiall y correct responses , i3 poorest with respect to response time. Thus the possi-
bilit y suggests itself that differences between the knob size groups might show up
if one could combine the two sets of data into one index. The two sets of data
oaxrnot be combined directly, of course , since the units of measure ment are completely
different . However , there is at least one way in which both the accuracy of response
and response time can be reflected in a single index. It wIll be remembered that
subjects were required to correct initially erroneous responses and that Clock 5

— continued to run until such a correction was med.. It is probable that the times
for such responses would be con siderably longer than for initially correct responses. 4
A perusal of the data reveals that this is generally the case. Thus if one computes ~~
f or each group the average time required to make the ~~ responses correctly, the
accuracy of responding will be reflected in this time meas~re. That is, the group
which nede the largest nwflbOr of errors will have more ‘l~~g’ times added into th is
measure than a group which made fewer errors.. This measure is presented for each
of the groups in Table III.
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Table III

Average Time in One Hundredths of a Second Required to J~ ke 1~8 Correct
Responses for Eaoh of the Knob Size Groups

Average Time for L~8Knob Size Correct Responses

1 7147.45
2 7264.00
3 7278.30
4 6845.85
5 6723.30

In terms of this oomposite measure, Knob SiZe 5 I. ranked first, Knob Size4 second followed in order by- 1, 2 and 3. However, statistical analysis by means
of the )~ nn—~hitney “U” test again reveals that none of the differences among the
score distributions is significant at the 5 percent level of confidence. Thus,
none of the measures used in this study reveals any statistically reliab le differ—
enoes in disoriminability among the five knob shapes. -

Some additional data of interest can be derived from the experiment . By ao~~paring performance on the first 24 trials with performsnoe on the last 24 trials,
cue can determine whether improvement occurred in this task. Subjects from all
groups can be combined in this analysis since we are concerned with the overall
learning effects. For example , of the 100 subjects in the experimeut , 87 had a
faster average response time for initially correct responses on the second 24 t n —
ala than on the first 21~. t rials , whereas only 13 had a slowe r response time. A
Chi Square analysis reveals this to be significantly different at beyond the
1 percent level of confidence from the 50—50 split which would be postulated on
the basis of a hypothesis of no improvement f rom first to second 24 trials. In
general , more initially correct responses were made on the second 24 trials than
on the first 24 trials also. It is somewhat more difficult, however, to gist an
index of the significance of this improvement sinoe 41 of the subjects made 24
correct responses on the first 24 trials and hence couldn ’t be expected to show
improvement. A rough index of the statistical significance of the improvement can
be obtained , howeve r , by considering only the 59 subjects who made errors cm the
first 24 tr ial.. Of these 59 subjects , 41 made fewer errors in the seoond half
than in the first half , 7 made more errors , and 11 subjects made the same number
of errors in both halves of the experiment . If we divide these 11 oases equally

~~ ~~~
- between the other two groups, a Chi Square Analy sis can be med.. A Chi Sq~*rs

~
- ,~~c. Analysis reveals this distribution of subjects to be significantly different at

i—c beyond the 1 percent level of confidence from the distribution that would be postu—
~~~~

- lated on the basis of a hypothesis of no improvement from the first ta the second
half of the trials. Thus it appears that a significant learning effect did take
place in thi s study in the sense that the subjects were pertpx’ming the required
discrimination better during the asoond 24 trials than during the first 214.
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VI . DISCUS8IOK

Although in this study the aitual disoniminability of th. two knob shapes used
did not vary as a functio n of knob size , it is not to be assumed that these results
can be generali zed to other situations. In this study at least one cue other than
knob shap. was available on which to base discr imination , namely, the orientation
of the major dimension of the knob . Th. flap-shaped knobs were placed on the con-
trol so that their major dimeusiou was horizontal and the wheel—shaped knobs so
that their major dimension -was vertical . This was done in order to dupl icate the
orientation of these control knobs in the newer—type Air Force plane s, e.g., C— 321i.
It is quite possible that different results would be obtained if the knob shape s -

were presented in the same orientation.

At least one other study, however, has obtained results similar to those re-
ported here. ~hittingham (2) compared the intra—aeries disoriminability of four
series of knobs of different sites but containing the same or very similar knob
shapes. Series 1 contained knobs wh ose largest diameter -was 1.50 in., series 2,
1.25 in., series 3, 1.00 in., and series 4, .60 in. Each series of knobs was pre-
sented mounted on pegs placed vertically at the oiroumferenoe of a round table top
wh ich oould be rotated. Blindfolded subjects were allowed to feel a knob with their -

gloved, preferred hand and then , after the table top had been rotated , to sample
knobs until they thought they had selected the knob ori ginally t.lt . Each kn ob in
a series was compared with its fellows in this way. Hesitations and m.tst*en identi—
fioation s were recorded. On the basis of this information it was concluded that
n*atual diecriminability was no greaten for one series than for another. j  I

- - 
One other point mist be mentioned with regard to generalizing from the pres-

ent study. It mist not be assun~ed that the absolute values for response t ime and
number of initially correct responses obtained in this study have any meaning ‘when
referred to the actu al operational situation, They are useful only in making corn- -.

~.rison. b.tw.,n the knob size groups. For example, even the best group with re-
spect to the number of initially oorreot responses, Knob Size Group 3, made more
than three percent errors. Such a percentage of errors ooul.d not , of course , be
tolerated in practice. However, many diffe rences exist between the discrimination -
situation provided in this situation and that provided in the operational situa—
tion . Naive subjects were used in this study whereas those making the disonimina—
tions in the operational situation are experienced pilots, positional cues are 4

• available in the aircraft whereas none were present in this study, and more time
stress was present in this study than is usually present in the operation of en
aircraft. This study was meant to provide data on the usatu al disor iminabil ity of
these two knob shapes as a funotion of size under certain conditions but ‘was not
meant to provide absolute time and erro r date which could be applied to the oper-

-j ational situation,

VII. CONCLUSIONS - -

1. It i. concluded that the difference in the taotusily discriminable cues
~‘ provided by a vertically- oriented, circular knob (the wheel-shaped knob) as oom-

- j pared with a hori zontally oriented , square knob (the flap—shaped knob) was suf ft-
oiently great that size was a relatively unimportant variabl, within the ran ge of
knob sizes tested in this experiment. -i . -
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2. It i~ further concluded, therefore , that in selecting a size to be used
for both the wheel and flap cont rols , any knob size within the range used in this
experi ment may be used without terially affectin g the discrimin ability of these
two control knobs.

3. A si~gnifioazit improvement in performance between the firs t 21~ t rials and
the last 21~ trials was d•monstrated. t -

Cs

I
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DIMEN- KNOB KNOB KNOB KNOB KNOB DIMEN- KNOB KNOB KNOB KNOB KNOB
SION I 2 3 4 5 SI ON I 2 3 4 5

A 1.00” 1.25” 1.80” 1.75 ” 2.00” A 1.00$ 1.28 ” 1.50 ” 1.75” 2.00”

8 .51 .64 .76 .89 1.02 B . 13  . 16 .19 .22 .25

C .3 1 .39 .47 .55 .63 C .05 .06 .0? .06 .09

—: :: ~~~ :: :: ~~~~ 
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